IRews from the IRursing Wlorlb.
THE HOME OR THE WORKHOUSE;
The importance of district nursing in relieving the pressure upon the ?workhouses, and lessening the demand for expensive infirmary treatment, was illustrated by a letter read at a meeting of the Hackney Board of Guardians from the secretary of the Haggerston and Hoxton District Nursing Association. Ibis letter was an application for a subscription to their funds, and in it were enclosed the names and addresses of twenty-nine patients nursed by the association in Hackney, many of whom would otherwise have become chargeable to the union. After con8lderation of this letter, and in view of the work being done among the poor of the district, it was resolved that a donation of ?5 5s. be made to the funds of the association, subject to the sanction of the Local Government Board.
A STORM IN " is rapidly degenerating the nurses of the present day. Every woman who has qualified as a trained nurse wishes either to be in a post of authority and importance in an institution, or if private nursing be her special line, then she must be " independent," and run the risk of being out of work now and again rather than submit to the somewhat greater restraints of working for another, though with the assurance of a certain salary, no responsibility, and the knowledge that if ill she will be well cared for. Is ihe old motive of helpfulness quite to die out and nursing altogether to lose even the element of self-sacrifice which at first distinguished it ? It will be said that nurses have to live, and must consult their own best interests; but on this head, too, they will be well advised in many instances to rest content with the certain earnings secured to them in homes and institutions. The records of the Nurses' Pension Fund would show how far from successful are too many of these "independent" ventures.
And in yet another way does this ever-growing restlessness manifest itself, and that is in the shortness of the stay made by the average nurse in any one institution.
Not to do the best work that lies in her power, but just to ' A nurse possessing these qualifications gains the confidence of doctor and friends, so that all pull together for the end in view. They are necessary in all nurses, except that a wide experience of life may well be dispensed with in the case of a young girl nursing in her own home. They are sufficient in the greater number of cases nursed in private life, but they need to be trained and supplemented in the professional nurse, whether her occupation lies in the hospital or elsewhere. The management of a ward requires methods which must be taught to beginners. The medical school, too, gives duties to the hospital nurse, and she has to learn many things for the furtherance of that which bear only indirectly on the patient's cure. She must make diligent use of her opportunities in hospital to fit herself for attendance on every description of case, and she must adapt herself intelligently to the division of labour which obtains in these huge households. She comes into the hospital to serve it in its own needs, and to gain from it that acquaintance with disease and its treatment without which, however well she might manage stray cases in her own home, she would be awkward, unready, and sometimes useless in the sudden calls of a professional nurse's life. But she must bring to the work those aptitudes and qualifications of head, heart, and hand with which we set out. They are the growth of thoughtful years spent in common life. Take a girl of twenty, with capabilities of all we desire for this work. Take the same girl at twenty-seven, stipulating that she shall have responded well to the graces of experience and discipline given her in that time. Which is the more fit to come into the public life of the hospital with its sad secrets, its exhausting demands on mind and body, its searching tests of character ? Some will say, " Let us have the young girl fresh from school, having still the habits of study; she passes the examination betters than the older ones." It is true she does that. But she is wanting in the deeper preparation for the work. And it is a want which can never be supplied in The Hospital. It is out of a sufficient experience of ordinary life that her usefulness in the extraordinary will be drawn. The case is different from that of, for instance, a school teacher, whose home life continues throughout her scholastic training.
The objection will be made that a girl must choose her work in her teens, and that it is putting the work and worker both at a disadvantage thus to defer the beginning. But those who have followed our course of thought so far will see their way out of that difficulty.
The proper care of the sick requires far more than professional training alone can give, and the conditions of work ia our public hospitals make severe demands of their own. In the nurse employed there you want the same qualities that would make a good mother and mistress of a large family in arduous times. Nor do you want those qualities inherent only ; as we have already shown they must have attained a fair growth in the nursery of private life before being transplanted to the hospital.
For twenty-five vacancies a superintendent has, perhaps five hundred applications. It needs great judgment to make a proper selection. However, she will find that a very large proportion of candidates will show no particular fitness, and that some have an evident unfitness. Nature is not wasteful. 
